Abstract-This paper presents the adaptation of HMM-based speech synthesis to laughter signals. Acoustic laughter synthesis HMMs are built with only 3 minutes of laughter data. An evaluation experiment shows that the method achieves significantly better performance than previous works. In addition, the first method to generate laughter phonetic transcriptions from high-level signals (in our case, arousal signals) is described. This enables to generate new laughter phonetic sequences, that do not exist in the original data. The generated phonetic sequences are used as input for HMM synthesis and reach similar perceived naturalness as laughs synthesized from existing phonetic transcriptions. These methods open promising perspectives for the integration of natural laughs in man-machine interfaces. It could also be used for other vocalizations (sighs, cries, coughs, etc.).
I. INTRODUCTION

L
AUGHTER is a significant feature of human interactions. It conveys information about our emotions and fulfills important social functions such as back-channeling, displaying affiliation or mitigating previous comments [2] . With the progress of speech processing and the development of human-machine interactions, laughter received a growing interest in the last decades, as a signal that machines should be able to detect, analyze and produce.
In 2001, Ruch and Ekman [3] published an extensive report on the production of laughter. They investigated various aspects like phonation, respiration, muscular and facial activities. Laughter is described as an inarticulate utterance. Its cycle Parts of this work were already presented in [1] . Substantial improvements have however been brought, in particular the design of a phonetic generation method. The guest editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Prof. Jianhua Tao.
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is around 200 ms and it is usually operated on the expiratory reserve volume. The same year, Bachorowski et al. [4] focused on the acoustic properties of human laughter and its differences with speech. They found that laughter yields higher fundamental frequencies than speech, formant frequencies in laughter correspond to central vowels and unvoiced laughter accounts for 40 to 50% of laughter occurrences. Chafe [5] also describes the mechanical production of laughter and presents various acoustic laughter patterns. A common conclusion of these studies is the high variability of the laughter phenomenon, in terms of voicing, fundamental frequency, intensity and, more generally, types of sounds (grunts, cackles, pants, snort-like sounds, etc.).
Intensity is an important dimension of laughter. The notion of intensity seems so natural that most researchers do not define it (e.g., [2] , [5] , [6] ). In [7] , Ruch defines the emotion of exhilaration, which is one of the emotions leading to laughter. He discusses different levels of intensity of this emotion and the corresponding behaviors, from smile at low intensity to laughter accompanied by posture changes (throwing back the head, vibrations of the trunk and shoulders) at high intensity. Furthermore, intensity is encoded differently by individuals, with reference to their own laughing style [6] . Since intensity is a fundamental dimension, frequently and naturally used to describe laughs, it appears as an important feature to drive laughter synthesis. It is also a convenient layer in interactive systems to separate the processes of deciding to laugh (with a target intensity), which is independent from the laughter synthesis voice and style, and synthesizing the corresponding laugh, which obviously depends on the modeled individual traits. To avoid confusion with acoustic intensity (amplitude, loudness, etc.), in this paper we will use the term arousal to refer to the intensity of the emotional state leading to laughter. Arousal is frequently used to characterize affects, for example in the 2-dimensional valence-arousal plane.
Acoustic laughter synthesis is an almost unexplored domain. Sundaram and Narayanan [8] synthesized laughter vowels by Linear Prediction. To obtain the repetitive laughter pattern, they modeled the laughter energy envelope with the equations of an oscillating mass-spring system. The naturalness of the obtained laughs was assessed in a perceptive study. Participants had to rate each laugh on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from very poor (0) to excellent (4) . Results showed that synthesized laughs are perceived as unnatural (average score of 0.71) and that human laughs do not receive a perfect naturalness score either (average score: 3.28). Lasarcyk and Trouvain [9] compared laughs synthesized by a 3D modeling of the vocal tract and diphone concatenation. The articulatory system gave better results, but syn-thesized laughs could still not compete with human laughter naturalness.
Given the good performance achieved, in speech, by Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-based approaches, we decided to explore the potential of HMMs for improving laughter synthesis naturalness. This paper presents the developed methods and the results of a perceptive evaluation assessing the naturalness of the synthesized laughs, building on the first results presented in [1] .
In addition, as one of our long-term objectives is to include natural laughs in interactive systems, it is also desirable to be able to synthesize new laughs on the fly from high-level inputs. This can be achieved by coupling a module that generates laughter phonetic transcriptions to the HMM synthesis module. To the best of our knowledge, the problem of generating laughter transcriptions has not been studied yet 1 . This can be explained by the limited works in laughter synthesis, but also by the absence of standards for describing laughter on high or low-level [10] , unlike in speech. In this paper, we propose 1) phonetic transcriptions as low-level description of laughs; 2) laughter arousal signals as high-level description 2 ; 3) a method to generate phonetic transcriptions from arousal signals and 4) a method to synthesize acoustic laughs from phonetic sequences.
The paper is organized as follows. The laughter data used is described in Section II. The algorithms employed for HMM-based laughter synthesis are presented in Section III. The algorithm to generate laughter phonetic transcriptions from arousal signals is detailed in Section IV. Section V focuses on the experiments conducted to evaluate the generation and synthesis methods. The results of the evaluation are presented in Section VI and discussed in Section VII. Finally Section VIII concludes the paper and proposes future works.
II. DATA
A. Acoustic Signals and Phonetic Transcriptions
It is extremely difficult to obtain large quantities of natural yet clean laughter recordings. Training an HMM-based synthesis system requires both this acoustic data and aligned phonetic transcriptions. Only one laughter database contains these 2 signals: the AVLaughterCycle (AVLC) database [11] , which includes a thousand spontaneous laughs from 24 subjects watching humorous videos. Audio acquired with a headset microphone was recorded at 16 kHz and stored in PCM 16 bits. The total laughter duration of the AVLC database is around one hour. Although the AVLC database contains a relatively large quantity of laughs, the total laughter duration available per subject ranges from 4 to 480 seconds (average: 149 seconds), which is still limited to train synthesis models. Laughter duration in the database ranges from 250 ms (monosyllabic nasal expiration laugh) to 82 s (voiced giggle), with an average of 3.5 s (std: 2.2 s).
Laughs from the AVLC database have been phonetically annotated [12] . As respiration changes are noticeable in laughter, exhalation and inhalation parts were also labeled. A hierarchical annotation scheme has been utilized, following the structure of laughter units proposed by Trouvain [10] and illustrated in Fig. 1 : laughter episodes can be composed of several exhalation and inhalation parts, which themselves contain one or more syllable(s), which in turn include phone(s) 3 (typically a syllable of voiced laughter contains two phones: one fricative and one vowel). Following the mostly used terminology, laughter exhalation parts will be called bouts in the remainder of this paper [10] . It is also important to note that some laughter sounds cannot be categorized according to the (speech) International Phonetic Alphabet. In consequence, some laughter phonetic labels have been introduced in [12] . In particular, in the remainder of this paper, the term "cackle" will designate one laughter phone (and not one laughter episode type), which is a short and harsh degenerated vowel frequently encountered in long laughter bouts 4 .
Several post-processing stages were required in order to adapt the AVLC data to HMM-based synthesis. First, one specific voice had to be selected. The 24 subjects of the AVLaughterCycle database laughed with variable (total) durations and acoustic contents. As HMM-based synthesis requires a lot of training examples, we focused on the 5 subjects who produced most laughs. Preliminary HMM-based synthesis models have been trained for each of these 5 voices. Informal evaluation revealed that subject 6 provided the best acoustic (laughter) quality. Only 3 minutes of laughter data is available for subject 6, but he tends to use a limited set of phones (see [12] ) and hence there are numerous examples of these phones available for training. In addition, subject 6 is expressive on the acoustic side (while other subjects tend to have more silent periods in their laughs).
The second step was to decide how to handle the available narrow phonetic annotations. Indeed, the phonetic transcriptions of the 64 laughs from subject 6 contained 45 different phonetic labels, with only 12 of these appearing at least 10 times. It was thus decided to gather acoustically close phones into broader phonetic clusters, in order to increase the number of training examples available for each label. For example, velar, uvular, pharyngeal and glottal fricatives were grouped in one "fricative" cluster. The phones that were barely present and could not be merged with acoustically similar phones to form one representative cluster with at least 10 occurrences Fig. 2 . Grouping of the vowel phones in phonetic cluster. The original vowel chart was retrieved from [13] . were assigned to an "unknown" set. The resulting phonetic clusters for subject 6 are listed in Table I . The way vowels were grouped is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The laughter "vowels" have been observed to be used mostly in sequences of the same vowel by the AVLC participants. This is illustrated in Table II which presents the number of occurrences of 3-phone sequences beginning with a vowel, followed by a fricative or silence and ending with a vowel. It appears clearly that, although transitions from one vowel to another are allowed, it is much more likely that sequences of constant vowels appear in laughter bouts.
To exploit the capabilities of HTS to model phonetic context, a third post-processing step was conducted: laughter syllable annotations were added to phonetic transcriptions. Syllables generally contain two phones (typically a fricative, "h", and a vowel, "a") and their syllabic label is the sequence of the involved phonetic classes (hence, a syllable containing a fricative and a vowel is labeled ). How this syllabic information was exploited for laughter synthesis and generation will be explained in Sections III and IV, respectively.
B. Laughter Arousal Curves
Among the possible high-level descriptors of laughs, we identified instantaneous arousal as both convenient to use (it is natural and easy to draw or describe an arousal signal) and highlycorrelated with the choice of phones used (for instance low arousal laughs are related to closed-mouth nasal sounds, while higher arousal examples include open vowels [3] , [14] , [15] ). In consequence, we investigated how to build laughter arousal signals.
In [15] , the overall arousal of laughs (i.e., each laughter episode is related to one arousal value) was studied. Naive participants were asked to rate the level of arousal of the AVLC laughs on a scale from 1 to 5. Each laugh from the AVLC database was rated by at least 6 participants. It was shown that the overall arousal-computed as the median value of the participants' ratings-is related to the magnitude of some audiovisual features (e.g., acoustic loudness, opening of the mouth, etc.) but there is no one-to-one mapping between these features and the perceived arousal (for example, pitch also influences the perceived arousal).
In order to use arousal for laughter synthesis, we needed instantaneous arousal, at the frame level, which we will refer to as (per-frame) arousal signal in the next paragraphs, in contrast to per-laugh (overall) arousal. The per-frame arousal signal of 49 laughs (among which 19 from subject 6) were manually annotated by one labeler. This makes a total of 27693 labeled frames. A multilayer perceptron (MLP) was then trained to predict the per-frame arousal signal from acoustic features. The acoustic signal was segmented in 32 ms frames (512 samples at 16 kHz) with a 10 ms overlap. For each frame, 82 acoustic features-already used in previous works related to cough analysis [16] -were extracted:
• spectral centroid, spectral spread, spectral variation, 4 values of spectral flatness, spectral flux, spectral decrease [17] • the fundamental frequency computed with the SRH method [20] , as well as the value of the maximum SRH peak; • the 4 values provided by the Snack ESPS pitch estimation algorithm-implementing the RAPT method [21] -namely the estimated pitch, probability of voicing, local root mean squared measurements, and the peak normalized cross-correlation; • the frequency and bandwidth of the first 4 formants, computed with Snack [22] . An MLP was trained with these features and evaluated with a leave-one-subject-out process. Good matching between the predicted and reference curves could be observed. An example of reference and computed arousal signals is given in Fig. 3 and a histogram of the reference and predicted per-frame arousal values is shown in Fig. 4 . The average absolute error was 0.65 (std: 0.68). Feature selection was performed under WEKA [23] , using the correlation-based feature selection algorithm presented in [24] . The best features appear to be the MFCCs and the spectral flatness values. Results with this subset of 17 features were close to the performance achieved using the full training set, as the average absolute error was 0.71. For the work presented in this paper, the most important is to have per-frame arousal curves as accurate as possible. It was thus decided to use the full feature set (82 features) to estimate the per-frame arousal. Computed arousal curves for all the laughs of the AVLaughterCycle database are available on http://www.tcts.fpms.ac.be/~urbain/arousal_driven_synthesis.
To further evaluate the quality of the obtained per-frame arousal signals, the per-laugh arousal of a laugh was predicted from its estimated per-frame arousal signal: a second multilayer perceptron was trained on functionals (mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum) of the per-frame arousal signal to predict the per-laugh arousal. A leave-one-subject-out method was used for evaluation, using only data from the 21 subjects not involved in training the per-frame MLP: the data from 20 participants was used to train a per-laugh MLP and to predict the per-laugh arousal values of the laughs of the remaining subject. The process was repeated 21 times in order to obtain per-laugh arousal predictions for all the subjects. The correlation between the perceived and predicted per-laugh arousals was found to be over 0.7 for 19 out of the 21 subjects not involved in training the per-frame MLP. A histogram of the reference and predicted per-laugh arousal values for the 820 laughs from the 21 considered subjects is displayed on Fig. 5 , showing good correspondence between the manual and computed values.
For the purpose of this work-which is to investigate the potential of arousal signals for generating laughter phonetic transcriptions and not to evaluate the performance of automatic arousal prediction-the MLP was fully retrained with only the 19 files of subject 6, and used to output the per-frame arousal signals for each laugh of the same subject. The last column of Table I presents the average per-frame arousal values of the phones uttered by subject 6 (and their standard deviations) and it can be observed that, as written at the beginning of this section, different phones are related to different values of arousal.
III. HMM-BASED LAUGHTER SYNTHESIS
In HMM-based parametric speech synthesis, the spectrum, fundamental frequency and duration are modeled in a unified framework [25] . Based on the resulting HMM model, a maximum-likelihood parameter generation algorithm is used to predict the source/filter features [26] , which are then sent to a parametric synthesizer to produce the waveform. HMM modeling being known for its flexibility, its use for the synthesis of nonverbal vocalizations, such as laughter in this case, appeared to be relevant. In this paper we use as a baseline the canvas provided in the demonstration scripts of HTS (HMM-based Speech Synthesis System) [27] . HTS is a set of functions designed for HMM-based acoustic speech synthesis and provided as a patch to HTK (HMM Toolkit) [28] .
As an alternative to the feature extraction tools used in the HTS demonstration scripts, namely SPTK (Speech Signal Processing Toolkit) for spectrum and Snack for F0, we included the STRAIGHT tools [29] , which are known in the field of speech processing to efficiently parametrize F0 and spectrum. Although STRAIGHT provides tools for synthesis and for the extraction of other features than spectrum and F0, we only used it for SUBJECT 6) extracting spectrum-in our case represented by MFCCsand F0.
The traditional excitation used by HMM-based speech synthesizers is either pulse train or white noise, during voiced and unvoiced segments respectively. To reduce buzziness in the synthesized waveforms of vocalized segments, we used the DSM (Deterministic plus Stochastic Model) source model, which has been shown to improve the naturalness of synthesized speech [30] . This tool provides an excitation signal which is closer to the actual human excitation signal than the original pulse train.
In addition, the fundamental frequency of the laughs was studied and it was found that good estimation of the fundamental frequency could be obtained by setting the boundaries of the estimation algorithm at 100 and 800 Hz. The number of states per HMM was left to 5, as qualitative experiments showed few differences when using 3 or 4 states per HMM. State probabilities are estimated by 1 Gaussian distribution.
Finally, the HTS framework enables to build context-dependent Hidden Markov Models, where the contexts that yield different acoustic realizations of one phoneme are identified with the help of contextual features and decision trees [31] . The basic information that can be provided to HTS for contextual modeling of one phoneme is the labels of the (generally 2) preceding and following phonemes. This is immediately transposable to laughter synthesis and our baseline method includes the labels of the preceding and following 2 phones. However, additional contextual information is frequently used to improve speech synthesis, with contextual features like the position of the phoneme in the syllable, the position of the syllable in the word, etc. (for an example, see [32] ). Using the phonetic, syllabic and respiration transcriptions, similar contextual features have been computed for our laughs. The following 16 contextual features have been added:
• position of the current phone in the current syllable (forward and backward counting, 2 features); • number of phones in the previous, current and following syllables (3 features); • position of the current syllable in the current respiration phase (forward and backward counting, 2 features); • position of the current syllable in the whole laughter episode (forward and backward counting, 2 features); • number of syllables in the previous, current and following respiration phases (3 features); • position of the current respiration phase in the whole laughter episode (forward and backward counting, 2 features); • total number of syllables in the laughter episode;
• total number of respiration phases in the laughter episode. 
IV. GENERATION OF LAUGHTER PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTIONS FROM AROUSAL SIGNALS
A. Generation of Transcriptions by Unit Selection
For each laugh, our database contained the per-frame arousal signal and the associated phonetic transcription. Our aim was to generate the phonetic transcription (with syllable and respiration information) from the arousal signal only. To do so, we developed a method inspired by unit selection for concatenative speech synthesis [33] . All the data from subject 6 (see Table III ) was gathered and segmented into syllables. Target cost was set to the cumulated distance between the target per-frame arousal and the arousal signal of each syllable (each presenting one value every 10 ms), divided by the syllable length as a normalization factor. Concatenation cost was obtained as the inverse of the n-gram likelihoods trained on the syllable sequences of subject 6 via the MIT Language Modeling Toolkit [34] . Given the synthesis perspectives of this work, it is interesting to use high-order n-grams to encode long-term dependency effects (for example, inhalations are more likely after a higher number of exhalation syllables, which is better encoded with high-order n-grams than low order ones). We used 6-grams in our experiments, taking advantage of the back-off values to compute the likelihoods from lower orders if they did not appear in the 6-grams.
As already pointed out in the introduction, one of our long-term objectives is to achieve real-time laughter synthesis. Recently a lot of progress has been made in real-time HMM-based speech synthesis [35] . To be able to exploit these advances towards real-time synthesis, the generation algorithm was implemented with a real-time approach: the transcription was computed step by step, from left to right. As the vast majority of laughter syllables last less than 500 ms (see Fig. 6 ), we decided to use this duration as look-ahead value. Let be the sequence of syllables selected at step the total duration of the target arousal signal with duration the library of available syllables, the target cost between target arousal fragment and the candidate syllable (i.e., the normalized cumulated distance between the corresponding arousal signals) and the concatenation cost of candidate syllable given (obtained 
e) Add the selected syllable to the sequence: ; 3) Build the phonetic transcription by concatenating the phonetic transcriptions of the syllables in The generated laughter transcriptions can then be synthesized and evaluated through the HMM-based laughter synthesis model explained in Section III.
B. Refinements of the Method
Using the aforementioned algorithm sometimes resulted in unusual phonetic sequences: 1) mostly short syllables were selected, resulting in an unnatural succession of very short sounds; 2) inhalation syllables were barely selected, which is obviously unnatural given the limited human pulmonary capacity; 3) as the selection algorithm was only looking at syllable transcriptions and "ha" and "ho" have the same syllabic transcription (i.e., ), some transcriptions had unnatural oscillations between these 2 vowels (e.g., "hahahohahoha"). The generation algorithm was thus modified as follows.
1) Improvement 1:
In order to favor longer syllables, the overall cost (1) was divided by the candidate syllable duration. Note that this is not normalization, as the target cost was already normalized with respect to the syllable duration.
2) Improvement 2: To include inhalation syllables at appropriate times, the duration and area under the arousal signal-which can be related to the pulmonary effort-of the bouts have been studied. Fig. 8 displays the cumulative distributions of the duration and area under the arousal signal of the first bout of each laugh of subject 6. It can be noticed that almost all bouts last at least 1 s and have an area under the arousal signal greater than 2. Starting from these values, the likelihood to enter in an inhalation phase increases almost linearly (from 1 to 3 s on the duration graph; from 2 to 8 for the area under the curve). These observations were integrated in our generation algorithm. If the last selected syllables (from indexes to ) in are exhalation syllables, with a cumulated duration and a cumulated area under the arousal signal , the overall cost of the 20 candidate syllables is modified as follows:
• if the candidate syllable is an exhalation syllable, no modification • if the candidate syllable is an inhalation syllable:
-divide its overall cost by if -divide its overall cost by if These divisions lower the cost of inhalation syllables compared to exhalation syllables, and will in consequence favor inhalation syllables in the selection algorithm.
3) Modification 3: Finally, to prevent disturbing oscillations between the vowels "a" and "o", the "o"s in the generated transcription were replaced by "a"s, as for subject 6 "a" is much more frequent (as was shown in Table I ). 
V. EVALUATION
Two evaluation experiments were conducted. Experiment 1 focused on the HMM-based synthesis method, while Experiment 2 was designed to measure the impact of the phonetic generation module for synthesizing laughs. In this section, the experimental protocol will be presented. The results of the evaluation will be presented in Section VI.
A. Compared Synthesis Methods
In experiment 1, six different methods for each laugh were included in the evaluation test:
• Method : the original human laugh, unmodified;
• Method : the same laugh, re-synthesized through copysynthesis (i.e., the fundamental frequency and spectral parameters are extracted from the laugh and directly used in the source-filter model to reconstruct the laugh), including the STRAIGHT and DSM algorithms; • Method : the same laugh, synthesized with the HMMbased synthesis process (i.e., using as only input the phonetic transcription of the laugh) with imposed durations (i.e., each synthesized phone is forced to keep the same duration as in the original phonetic transcription), but only using as contextual information the labels of the preceding two and following two phones; • Method : same as Method , with an extended context including the contextual information available from syllabic annotation, as explained in Section III; • Method : same as Method , with the addition of the STRAIGHT and DSM algorithms; • Method : same as Method , with the duration of each phone estimated by HTS. Method was included to obtain a reference for naturalness, as it had already been shown that human laughs do not receive a perfect naturalness score. Method can be seen as the maximum performance achievable with our HMM-based source-filter models. Method is considered as our baseline HMM-based laughter synthesis method, as it is directly available from HTS. Methods and are possible improvements over the baseline method. Our test hypotheses were the following:
• H1: Using full contextual information improves the results (Method better than Method );
• H2: Using STRAIGHT and DSM improves synthesis quality (Method better than Method ); • H3: HTS can model the duration of laughter phones appropriately (Method is not worse than method ).
B. Compared Generation Methods
Experiment 2 focused on the evaluation of the phonetic generation methods, through the synthesized laughs. The inputs of the methods were the arousal signals of the laughs from subject 6. After the phonetic generation step, an acoustic laugh was synthesized using the HMM-based method, with STRAIGHT and DSM (i.e., the same conditions as for methods and ). The following generation methods were included in the experiment:
• Method : the basic generation method, as explained in Section IV-A, with imposed duration for synthesis; • Method : the generation algorithm was modified to favor long syllables and inhalation phases (improvements 1 and 2 explained in Section IV-B), with imposed durations for synthesis; • Method : same as Method , with the addition of Modification 3 explained in Section IV-B; • Method : same as Method , with phone durations estimated by HTS during the synthesis step. For comparison purposes, methods and were also included in this second experiment. The test hypotheses were the following:
• H4: the refinements of the generation algorithm (see Section IV-B) improve the naturalness of synthesized laughs (method is better than method which is better than method ); • H5: the generation module is efficient in producing natural laughter transcriptions (methods and have comparable results to methods and , respectively). Each of the produced laughs was obtained with a leave-one-out method, to ensure that we were not simply able to reproduce learned trajectories. For the synthesis laughs (methods ), the laugh to synthesize was not included in the training phase of the HMMs. For the phonetically generated laughs (methods ), the syllables of the laugh to generate (and synthesize) were withdrawn from the library of available syllables. The arousal signal of the corresponding laugh was the only input used to obtain the phonetically generated laughs. The types of data used for each of the methods are summarized in Fig. 9 .
C. Experimental Set-Up
Sixty-four laughter episodes were available for subject 6 of the AVLaughterCycle database. Thirty-three of these included phones that were present fewer than 11 times in the available data. These 33 laughs were not included in the evaluation, but were used in the training phase. Each of the remaining 31 laughs was synthesized with the methods presented in Sections V-A and V-B. For the evaluation, laughs were presented to participants in random order and, for each laugh, only one of the methods was randomly selected. In consequence, all participants were assigned a different set of laughs, varying both in the ordering of the laughs and in the method to evaluate for each laugh. The evaluation was performed through a web-based application. The first webpage of the test asked participants to provide the following details: their age, sex, whether they would rate the laughs with the help of headphones (which was suggested) or not, and whether they were working either on a) speech synthesis, b) audio processing, c) laughter, d) the ILHAIRE project 6 or e) none of these topics.
Once this information was filled, participants were presented an instruction page explaining the task, i.e., rating the naturalness of synthesized laughs on a 5-point Likert scale with the following labels: very poor (score 0), poor (1), average (2), good (3) and excellent (4). As some laughs, with some of the methods, were extremely short and/or quiet, participants were also allowed to indicate "I cannot rate the naturalness of this laugh"-which will be referred to as "unknown" naturalness rating in the following sections-instead of providing a naturalness value, but asked to use this option only if they could not hear the laugh. Participants were also explained that they could listen to each sample as many times as they wanted before moving to the next example.
The third page contained 8 examples to familiarize participants with the range of synthesis quality that they would later have to rate, with the aim to reduce interpersonal variability during the actual evaluation. Two laughs (each presented with 4 different methods evaluated in the experiment) were selected to form these examples and were excluded from the evalua- tion task. In consequence, there were 29 laughs remaining for evaluation. Participants were presented one laugh at a time and asked to rate its naturalness. The test was completed after 29 evaluations.
Table IV presents the average durations of the evaluated laughter units for each method, as well as the average F0 and its standard deviation. It can be observed that the average F0 values are similar in all the methods. Regarding the durations, it appears that method G1 tends to include short syllables and that the modification introduced to overcome this problem (see Improvement 1, Section IV-B) indeed brings the syllable durations back to more usual values (around 200 ms, as in the original human laughs). Examples of evaluated laughs are available on http://www.tcts.fpms.ac.be/~urbain/arousal_driven_synthesis. 
VI. RESULTS
In this section, we provide the results of the experiments. These results are then discussed in the following section.
The focus of the experiments was to compare synthesis and generation methods to each other. Nevertheless, analyses of variance with 2 independent factors have been conducted to investigate the influence of sex, using headphones or not, and possible knowledge in the laughter synthesis field, over perceived naturalness. The generation or synthesis method was always one of the two independent factors. The Tukey Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) adjustment has been used to compute all p-values. Generally speaking, no statistically significant differences were found. Although using headphones or not did not yield to statistically significant differences in the evaluation, synthesized laughs tended to be slightly better evaluated when listening to them via loudspeakers. We will hence only report on the results related to people wearing headphones.
A. Experiment 1
Sixty-six participants completed the study: 37 females (average age: 33.1; std: 10.1) and 29 males (average age: 35.6; std: 13.5). Thirty-eight of these participants used headphones. Their profiles are summarized in Table V . Out of the 1102 received answers from people using headphones, 53 were "I cannot rate the naturalness of this laugh". Table VI gathers the number of ratings received, the number of "unknown" answers and the average score for each method. As the naturalness score differed for each human laugh, it was decided to compute naturalness scores relatively to the reference human laugh: the relative rating of the naturalness score is the difference between the average score received by the corresponding human laugh and : can be seen as the distance between a synthesized laugh and its human counterpart: the lower , the more natural the laugh sounds.
Table VI also presents p-values resulting from a univariate analysis of the variance, with the relative naturalness score as dependent variable and the method as explaining factor. Only the p-values between successive synthesis methods (corresponding to our hypotheses) are presented in Table VI . The Tukey HSD correction was used. Although the average naturalness scores of our synthesis methods differ (S4 received better naturalness scores than S3, for example), no statistically significant difference is obtained.
B. Experiment 2
Fifty-three participants, mostly students, completed the study: 16 females (average age: 30.2; std: 15.4) and 37 males (average age: 24.5; std: 7.3). Their profiles are summarized in Table VII . Out of the 841 received answers from participants using headphones, 55 were "I cannot rate the naturalness of this laugh". Table VIII gathers the number of ratings received, the number of "unknown" answers and the average score for each method. The distribution of naturalness scores received by each method is displayed in Fig. 10 . As for experiment 1, a univariate analysis of the variance was conducted. Table IX presents the p-values of pairwise comparisons between the relative naturalness scores of the different methods, using the HSD correction. Statistically significant differences at a 95% confidence level are highlighted in bold.
VII. DISCUSSION
As it has already been found in previous studies, actual human laughs are not rated as perfectly natural by participants: method has an average score of 3 out of 4 (see Table VI ). Even more, the perceived naturalness for human laughs is highly variable from one laugh to the other, as indicated by the large variance. This is why relative ratings have been used. Nevertheless, human laughs received significantly better naturalness scores than copy-synthesized laughs and than our HMM-based synthesis methods. It should however be noticed that being around 1 point below human utterances on a 5-point naturalness scale is comparable to the performance achieved by the best speech synthesis methods (for example, see the results in [36] ).
Regarding our hypotheses about synthesis methods, the results of the evaluation contradict H1: adding more contextual information does not yield to higher naturalness scores. While this goes against our initial expectations, it can possibly be explained by the limited amount of training data: adding context enables HTS to build contextual subgroups for each phonetic class, which gives better dynamics to the laughs, at the expense of degraded acoustic models, as they have less training examples. This should be verified in the future when an even larger laughter database will be available. Our second hypothesis, H2, was not verified either: using the STRAIGHT and DSM algorithms did not improve the quality of the synthesized laughs sufficiently to reach statistical significance. Finally, H3 has been verified: letting HTS model the duration of the phones does not impair the quality of the synthesis. Method S4 is actually better than Method S3, although the difference does not reach statistical significance. This indicates that the generation step (i.e., producing, from high-level instructions, the phonetic transcription of a laugh to synthesize) does not have to produce duration information along with the sequence of phones, as the duration can be properly modeled by the synthesizer itself.
Among the 4 synthesis methods, method S4 yields the best results. The obtained average score of 1.5 is clearly better than the 0.71 achieved by Sundaram and Narayanan [8] . Objective comparison with Lasarcyk and Trouvain [9] is not possible as they only reported about the rank of their methods. However, informal tests in which listeners could listen to both laughs synthesized with our methods and laughs synthesized with Lasarcyk and Trouvain's algorithms tend to favor our method.
Concerning the phonetic generation methods, the modifications proposed in Section IV-B slightly increased the performance, but not enough to reach statistical significance. H4 is thus not verified. Again, the best results are achieved when HTS estimates the duration of the phones, confirming that the generation step only has to produce phonetic sequences (phone durations are not important at this stage, they are better modeled by the synthesizer). It is interesting to note that H5 is verified: laughs generated with our best phonetic generation method ( and ) achieve the same naturalness scores as laughs synthesized directly from existing transcriptions ( and ) . The generation step is thus efficient, and it also supports the use of arousal signals, which indeed carry sufficient information to generate hilarious laughs. However, it must be further investigated whether the generation algorithm tends to over-privilege the most likely syllables, resulting in laughs that would be excessively similar to each other. This phenomenon could have negative effects on a listener involved in a human-machine interaction who would perceive that the machine is always laughing the same way.
Finally, it can be noticed that the methods included in both experiments ( and ) obtained similar results, which validates the experimental design and the size of the test groups.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, Hidden-Markov Model methods originally developed for speech synthesis have been efficiently adapted to acoustic laughter synthesis.
The performance achieved by HMM-based laughter synthesis is significantly higher than previous laughter synthesis attempts, but remains far from actual human laughs. Future work will be directed towards improving the naturalness of the method. The first idea is to use an even bigger database: in this paper, the methods have been trained with only 3 minutes of data. This is already a large quantity of laughter from a single person, given the difficulties to record spontaneous laughs, but it is far from the hours of data used in speech synthesis systems. Better modeling can be expected simply by using more laughter data, as we are currently gathering larger quantities of spontaneous laughs from a few speakers. Secondly, some optimization of the methods can be considered: for this first HMM-based laughter synthesis, the general HTS framework for speech synthesis has been used and slightly adapted (e.g., the boundaries for pitch estimation have been empirically tuned); this framework could be more deeply revised and tuned for the specificities of laughter. For example, features related to laughter could be integrated in the process, either in the features to model or as contextual features (adding the arousal level of each syllable as an additional contextual feature, for instance).
In addition, an innovative method for generating laughter phonetic transcriptions from arousal signals has been presented. An algorithm inspired by unit selection has been developed to generate laughter phonetic transcriptions from arousal signals. It has been shown that this generation step does not impair the quality of synthesized laughs, which indicates that arousal signals provide sufficient information to synthesize acoustic laughs (i.e., we do not need an accurate phonetic transcription as input). This also experimentally supports the idea that laughs can be characterized by arousal signals. The generation method presented in this paper could also be used with other vocalizations like sighs, cries, coughs, etc.
The parameters of the phonetic generation method have so far been tuned empirically. In the future, these thresholds could be optimized. A better modeling of the transitions between phones (and not only syllables) could also improve the algorithm and avoid blindly replacing one phone by another (in our case, "o" by "a") in the generated phonetic transcriptions. Furthermore, as the phonetic generation step makes it possible to synthesize unseen laughs (as opposed to trying to replicate features of existing laughs), the evaluation should be extended to other laughs (for example, using the arousal signals of other participants of the AVLC database).
Last but not least, the generation algorithm has been designed with a real-time approach. This-together with recent advances in reactive HMM-based speech synthesis-opens perspectives for integration of reactive laughter synthesis in interactive systems, which should enhance the participants' experience, by starting to produce synthetic laughter as soon as the first arousal values are available. Dr. Dupont's interests are in speech, music and audio processing, multimodal human-computer interaction, multimedia information retrieval, machine learning, and statistical signal processing. He holds 3 international patents and has authored/co-authored over 100 papers in these areas.
